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Abstract—A methodology is proposed for modifying computer 

ontologies (CO) for electronic courses (EC) in the field of 

information and communication technologies (ICT) for 

universities, schools, extracurricular institutions, as well as for the 

professional retraining of specialists. The methodology includes the 

modification of CO by representing the formal ontograph of CO in 

the form of a graph and using techniques for working with the 

graph to find optimal paths on the graph using applied software 

(SW). A genetic algorithm (GA) is involved in the search for the 

optimal CO. This will lead to the division of the ontograph into 

branches and the ability to calculate the best trajectory in a certain 

sense through the EC educational material, taking into account the 

syllabus. An example is considered for the ICT course syllabus in 

terms of a specific topic covering the design and use of databases. 

It is concluded that for the full implementation of this 

methodology, a tool is needed that automates this procedure for 

developing EC and/or electronic textbooks. An algorithm and a 

prototype of software tools are also proposed, integrating machine 

methods of working with CO and graphs. 

 
Keywords—electronic courses; electronic textbooks; computer 

ontologies; graph; matrix description; subject area; genetic 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

N the era of education globalization and the rapid pace of 

information and communication technology (ICT) 

development, the need for innovative teaching methods and 

tools is undeniable. These methods can be used not only in 

higher education institutions but also in schools, starting from 

primary grades. This task is also relevant, for example, when 

retraining specialists in a specific subject area (SA), especially 

in ICT, where the content of educational material changes quite 

dynamically. 

The relevance of conducting research in this direction is 

justified by the fact that electronic courses and/or electronic 

textbooks (hereinafter referred to as EC) of such an SA as ICT 

should have increased cognitive value. Moreover, some ICT 

knowledge, due to the pace of new information growth, may be 

lost when studied in print [1, 2]. This fully applies, for example, 
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to such EC subsections as: programming, computer networks, 

computing systems, databases, etc. 

Considering the possibility of representing the CO ontograph 

of the SA in the form of a graph [2], the large dimensionality of 

the resulting graphs, and the existing developments in computer 

representation and graph processing, we can state that new 

research is needed in the direction of transforming the formal 

description of the CO ontograph in the form of a graph and using 

graph processing techniques, in particular, the genetic algorithm 

(GA), as one of the most efficient algorithms for solving 

optimization problems. All of the above determined the 

relevance of the problems addressed in this research. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the works [1, 2, 3, 4], the usefulness of knowledge 

representation methods using CO (Computer Ontologies) is 

demonstrated. 

Ontological approaches in the process of creating EC 

(Electronic Courses) have also been the subject of many studies. 

For instance, in [4, 5], it is shown that ontological models are 

intended for the implementation of information technology for 

automated processing of CO in the SA (Subject Area). 

In the study [6], a system of ontologized design of EC is 

described, which translates EC from the information level to a 

level based on ontological knowledge. 

The computer ontology of the educational SA should be 

cognitive. This can be achieved by taking the universally 

significant CO of the SA as a basis and then modernizing it for 

a specific course. The basis is the syllabus or the working 

curriculum of the discipline, for example, ICT, or a separate 

module of the academic discipline. In this context, metrics for 

graphs can be used. 

In the work [7], the correspondence of structure, functionality, 

and usability of CO is studied. However, the authors do not 

provide descriptions of specific already implemented practical 

solutions that would help practicing educators implement their 

ideas, for example, by resorting to specialized software. 
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In [8, 9, 10], the authors primarily focused on syntactic, 

semantic, and pragmatic metrics used in the compilation of EC. 

In [11], aspects of the metric of the schema and the entire 

knowledge base (hereinafter KB) of the ontology are 

considered. It should be noted that this study is more theoretical 

than practice-oriented, as it does not offer a specific toolkit for 

optimizing CO (Computer Ontologies). 

In [12], the authors analyze the quality criteria of CO. 

According to the authors [6, 7, 12, 13, 14], such criteria include: 

completeness and accuracy of the vocabulary of the considered 

SA (Subject Area); adequacy of the CO structure in terms of 

relationships; performance when implemented in applications; 

selection of the best CO from a set of available ones; perception 

of CO from a cognitive point of view. 

As shown in [6, 7, 13, 14], methods for evaluating the quality 

of graphs can be used to modernize the CO of a study course 

when applied to ontographs. 

For ontological engineering and methods of computer 

processing of subject knowledge, there is a gap between well-

developed methods and tools for individual stages and solving 

applied tasks in specialized SAs. However, the tasks of 

automation and optimization of CO are not fully resolved. As a 

result, there is a large proportion of manual work in building CO 

for EC (Electronic Courses). Hence, the relevance and 

importance of the problem of developing new methods for 

modifying CO for EC, by using computer graph processing 

techniques when representing the formal ontograph of CO in the 

form of a graph. 

The methodology should ultimately provide the integration of 

mathematical methods and mechanisms, algorithms, and tools  

 

 

for effective processing of SA and tasks for a given SA (in our 

case, using the discipline of ICT as an example); automated 

optimization of computer ontologies for EC in ICT. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Given the need to modify the CO (Computer Ontologies) of 

the SA (Subject Area), using the example of ICT (Information 

and Communication Technologies), by employing computer 

graph processing techniques when representing the formal 

ontograph of CO in the form of a graph, this study examines the 

application of computer graph processing techniques, 

specifically the use of GA (Genetic Algorithms) and the 

development of tools that integrate machine methods of 

working with CO and graphs. 

IV. MAIN METHODS USED IN THE RESEARCH 

During the research, the following methods were used: matrix 

representation of graphs corresponding to the ontograph of CO 

SA; computer description of matrices; a genetic algorithm for 

finding minimal paths on a graph. 

V. MAIN PART OF THE RESEARCH 

It is necessary to develop an automated CO SA design process, 

divided into separate branches to increase the degree of 

cognitive EC (Electronic Courses) and/or EU (Electronic 

Units). An example of the ICT discipline is considered, and 

more specifically, we will look at the topic - "Databases (DB)". 

The example is chosen as it is closely related to accompanying 

topics, such as programming, networks, algorithmization, etc. 

Let's consider a fragment of the CO DB, see Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Fragment of the ontograph of the CO PDO ICT (topic Databases) 
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In Figure 1, the root concept of the ontograph is divided into 

levels of depth of knowledge about PDO (horizontal red lines). 

Moreover: 

- The depth, height of the concept (tier), and width of the graph 

are large; 

- It's not a tree, and it's not balanced; 

- The presence of cycles also hinders perception; 

- The graph is branched; 

- Edge density, characterizing the graph's closeness to a fully 

connected graph, is irregular (this metric will automatically 

detect errors when constructing the CO by an expert); 

- The variety of the number of connections is irregular; 

- The graph's complexity (including the analysis of the ratio of 

nodes with multiple inheritances to all nodes of the graph and 

the analysis of the average number of parent nodes at a node) is 

high. 

Overall, if all the fragment's concepts and their connections 

are included in the ICT EC, the EC will be relevant to modern 

knowledge about PDO but will be difficult to perceive and 

weakly cognitive. 

To improve perception, the expert (in this case, the ICT 

discipline teacher preparing the corresponding EC) outlines, 

based on the syllabus and their experience, the depth level of 

studying the PDO, indicating on the ontograph the concepts up 

to which the student should study the PDO. All higher concepts 

up to the root are automatically included in the EC based on the 

CO description. To improve perception and for the correct 

operation of the EC, the ontograph is divided into branches. 

Each branch leads from the root concept to the final one 

specified by the expert. Graph processing methods are used. 

The procedure for selecting the final concepts of a branch is 

poorly formalized. For example, one could set the depth of PDO 

study (and the final branch concepts) by the levels of the 

ontograph. However, as noted above, the heights of the concepts 

(tier) of this graph are large, i.e., there may be several concepts 

at the level of one branch, on the other hand, the expert may 

believe that the final concepts do not necessarily have to be 

located on the same level. Therefore, it is advisable to manually 

select the final branch concepts. 

For example, for the EC on the topic of Databases, 200 

concepts were selected. If you display them all on the screen 

(Fig. 2), it is impossible to work with it. 

Therefore, the ontograph is displayed on the screen with 

navigation tools that allow you to view it in fragments, see Fig. 

3. On it, the final vertices of the branches are selected. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Displaying the entire database ontograph on the screen 

 

Fig. 3. Displaying a fragment of the CO (Cognitive Object) on the screen for expert work 
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Fig. 4. Vertices selected by the expert  

(subjectively selected for illustration) 

 

Next, it is necessary to create a matrix description of the CO 

fragment selected by the expert. Let's provide an example. As 

mentioned earlier, the educational CO of the PDO (Professional 

Development Object) database includes about 200 concepts. 

Working with a matrix of dimension 200, especially manually 

performing genetic algorithm procedures, is not rational. 

Therefore, for illustration, we take a small fragment of the 

ontograph. We will select the vertices chosen by the expert from 

the fragment (see Fig. 1) (see Fig. 4) and illustrate the matrix 

description on them and then the steps of the GA (Genetic 

Algorithm) operation. 

In Figure 4, the selected vertices are numbered. Note that the 

selection of vertices was done subjectively, with the aim of 

demonstrating the general concept of computer optimization 

capabilities of the ontograph. 

Let's simplify the graph obtained, as a result of which we get 

the following image, see Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. Initial graph for the GA (Genetic Algorithm) 

 

Then, the adjacency matrix for the graph shown in Figure 5 

will look as shown in Table I. 

TABLE I  

 FRAGMENT OF THE KB FORMED FOR DETECTING CYBER THREATS TO PAC 
 

 Numbers of graph vertices 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

N
u

m
b
er

s 
 o

f 

g
ra

p
h
 v

er
ti

ce
s 

1 0 1 0 1 0 0 

2 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3 0 1 0 0 1 1 

4 1 0 0 0 1 1 

5 0 0 1 1 0 1 

6 0 0 1 1 1 0 

The initial population of the GA (Genetic Algorithm) [15, 16] 

is generated using corresponding algorithms when solved by 

machine. The most well-known algorithm selects the attributes 

of a new object randomly. The initial population is created once 

at the beginning of the GA's operation, and then it is replaced 

by more adapted individuals. In the example, the initial gene is 

chosen in the form of a random set. An example of such a set is 

shown in Figure 6. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6

5 6 4 1 3 2

 

Gene

 
Fig. 6. Encoding of a chromosome consisting of vertices of the original 

graph 
Next, a pair of parent chromosomes is selected, see Figure 7. 
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1 2 3 4 4 6
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Fig. 7. Parent chromosomes 

 

The crossover operator is applied to the parent chromosomes, 

the result is shown in Figure 8. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 6 5 4

6 5 4 1 2 3

Descendant 1

Descendant 2

 

 
Fig. 8. Offspring chromosomes 

 

Next, the mutation operator is applied. In the considered 

example, a simple method of swapping two genes was used for 

gene mutation, see Figure 9. Two genes are randomly selected 

and swapped. 
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Gene

 
a) Chromosome before mutation 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Gene

 
b) Chromosome after mutation 

 

Fig. 9. Example of the mutation operator's work during the optimization of 

CO concepts 
 

The "tournament selection" [15] was used as the selection 

mechanism. That is, from a population containing individuals 

N, individuals were randomly selected T. The best individual is 

then recorded in the intermediate population. In essence, a 

tournament was held between the selected individuals. This 

operation was repeated N times. Then, the individuals in the 

obtained intermediate population were randomly crossed. With 

the growth of parameter T, the selection between individuals 

becomes stricter. This is due to the fact that if an individual has 

a low fitness indicator, it has no chance to "produce offspring". 

For the small example considered, after 15 generations, the 

following result was obtained, see Figure 10. 
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Fig. 10. Graph scheme with the procedure for dividing the vertices of the 

CO graph 
 

This algorithm was implemented in the Python language in the 

Visual Studio 2022 programming environment, see Figure 11. 

As a result, an optimized representation of the ontograph for the 

considered part of the EC "ICT" was obtained, see Fig. 12. 

In Figure 12 a) the initial GA graph and its adjacency matrix 

for the vertices of the graph, displaying the concepts of the 

educational discipline selected by the expert, are shown. 

In Figure 12 b) the final graph and its adjacency matrix for the 

vertices of the graph, displaying the concepts of the educational 

discipline selected by the expert after optimization using the 

genetic algorithm, are shown. 

Such cybernetic modeling and visualization of some stages of 

EC design allow us to talk about the prospects of conducting a 

wider range of work in the direction of automating the 

compilation of EC with the possibility of optimizing the 

compiled CO. In fact, the results obtained in comparison with 

Figure 4 allow the expert to receive specific recommendations 

for branching out, see Figure 12.

 

 
a) The initial GA graph and its adjacency matrix for the vertices of the graph, displaying the concepts of the educational discipline selected by the expert 

 

 
b) the final graph and its adjacency matrix for the vertices of the graph, displaying the concepts of the educational discipline selected by the expert after 

optimization using the genetic algorithm 

 
Fig. 11. An example of screenshots of the prototype system for automated selection of final branch ontograph concepts for an electronic textbook on TKT 
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Fig. 12. Optimized division of branches of the ontograph fragment for the EC (Electronic Textbook) 

 

 

VI. METHODS AND MODELS 

Based on the conducted research, the following algorithm for 
preparing an ontograph for a specific PDO (Personalized Digital 
Object) or EC (Electronic Textbook) is proposed, see Figure 13. 

In block 1, the CO (Conceptual Object) description in the 
OWL language is entered into the PC's RAM. The description 
of a specific educational discipline in the OWL language is 
obtained in advance, for example, through the Protege editor. 

In block 2, the ontograph is displayed on the screen. 
In block 3, the selection of final concepts is done manually 

due to the weak formalization of this task. 
In block 4, the CO description in OWL is transformed into a 

computer matrix description of the corresponding graph (the 
adjacency matrix is automatically filled). 

In block 5, the chromosome definition is determined, and the 
attributes of the new object are selected randomly. 

In block 6, a pair of parent chromosomes is selected. 
In block 7, the crossover operator is applied to the parent 

chromosomes. 
In block 8, the mutation operator is applied. 
In block 9, "tournament selection" [15] is used as the selection 

mechanism. 
As mentioned earlier, this algorithm is implemented in the C# 

programming language in the Visual Studio 2022 programming 
environment. The proposed algorithm can be used by a teacher 
to prepare an ontograph for a specific PDO or EC (Electronic 
Textbook). 

VII. DISCUSSION OF THE OBTAINED RESULTS 

The proposed methodology for modifying CO for EC, using 

the example of one of the ICT PDO topics, by representing 

computer ontologies as a graph and using graph processing 

techniques and finding optimal paths on the graph, in particular, 

the genetic algorithm, can be used for the automated preparation 

of EC. However, at this stage, there are no corresponding 

computer tools. In particular, for converting the OWL 

description of computer ontologies into a computer description 

of the graph corresponding to the CO ontograph. Such a 

transformation manually is not feasible due to the large 

dimensionality of the task. 

Therefore, for a full-fledged implementation of this 

methodology, it is necessary to create a tool that automates this 

procedure for developing EC and/or electronic textbooks. 

(Block 1) - Selecting a computer ontology

 (Block 2) - Output the ontograph to the PC screen

 (Block 3) - Derivation of finite verve concepts

 (Block 4) - Representation of the selected ontograph in matrix 

description 

 (Block 5) - Generation of a starter population

 (Block 6) - Parental choice

(Block 7) - Crossbreeding

 (Unit 6) - Application of mutations

 (Блок 9) – Отбор

Checking optimality taking into account

 learner characteristics

 (Block 10) - List generation 

End

Start

Yes

No

 
 

Fig. 13. Flowchart for preparing CO (Conceptual Object) for EC (Electronic 

Textbook) based on the use of GA (Genetic Algorithm) for ontograph 
optimization 
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CONCLUSION 

As a result of the research carried out within the framework 

of this article, the following main results were obtained: 

1. The methodology for modifying computer ontologies (CO) 

for electronic courses or electronic textbooks was considered. 

This methodology is implemented by representing the formal 

ontograph of CO as a graph and using graph processing 

techniques to eliminate cycles and find minimal paths on the 

graph. For the latter task, it is proposed to use a genetic 

algorithm. The application of genetic algorithm at this stage will 

lead to the division of the ontograph into branches and the 

possibility to calculate the best trajectory for the educational 

material of electronic courses and/or electronic textbooks in a 

certain sense, taking into account the syllabus (or the working 

program of the discipline). 

2. Within the framework of the mentioned methodology, a 

technique and an algorithm for preparing the CO ontograph for 

use in automated EC development have been proposed, 

reducing costs and preparation time. 

3. It was concluded that for more effective use of the proposed 

methodology, it is necessary to develop a full-fledged software 

toolkit. In the developing toolkit, it is necessary to take into 

account the transformation of the OWL description of computer 

ontologies into a computer description of the graph 

corresponding to the CO ontograph. 

4. An algorithm for the operation of such a toolkit has been 

proposed, integrating machine methods for working with CO 

and graphs. 

5. The obtained results are aimed at increasing the efficiency 

of preparing electronic courses and/or electronic textbooks for 

higher educational institutions, schools, or extracurricular 

institutions. 

6. For the successful application of the proposed 

methodology during subsequent research, it is planned to 

develop an original software tool to implement all stages of the 

methodology for modifying computer ontologies. 
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